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Deborah Colton Gallery
Select Works by Jean-Daniel Lorieux
February 1 to March 8, 2014
Opening Reception: Saturday, February 1st, 2014, 6:00 to 9:00 pm
Deborah Colton Gallery is pleased to present Select Works by Jean-Daniel Lorieux, a vignette exhibition of
photography and paintings by acclaimed international artist Jean-Daniel Lorieux. This exhibition opens on Saturday,
February 1st with a public reception from 6:00 to 9:00 pm in conjunction with the Bert L. Long Jr. exhibition and
fundraiser.
French artist, Jean-Daniel Lorieux, is one of the masters of photography of his generation, earning much respect
in the realm of fashion photography. After engineering studies as a young man he spent time in Algeria as a war
reporter. Later he started his career as a photographer in Paris and joined the prestigious ranks of Vogue &
l”officiel’s photographers, quickly earning recognition for his talents.
His high-contrast style connects models with fashion, with a subtle, distinguished and refined eroticism. Jean-Daniel
is sought after for his celebrity photographs and portraits ranging from former President of France Jacques Chirac,
Actress Isabelle Adjani, International Models Karen Mudler and Claudia Schiffer, Prince Albert of Monaco, Fashion
Designer Kenzo, and other iconic individuals. In 2011, Jean-Daniel had exhibitions in New York, Brussels, Paris,
Dubai and Cannes. He has also released a series of books of photographs, one published by Michel Lafon, and a
documentary movie, retracing the atypical path of the artist and his creative pursuits. In addition to photographic
creations, Jean-Daniel Lorieux produces films and paintings that parallel his distinctive style of photography, making
use of sharp lines, bold colors, and his signature highly contrasted visual compositions.
Jean-Daniel has contributed to prestigious fashion magazines such as Vogue for more than two decades. His style
is reminiscent of Helmut Newton or Guy Bourdin though uniquely his own. He has created the most beautiful and
successful ad campaigns for European designers and fashion houses such as Dior, Lanvin, Paco Rabanne, Ricci,
Céline, and Cardin. Most recently his artwork has been exhibited internationally in the major metropolises in the
United States and in Europe and his work has taken him to projects in Morocco, Brussels, Beijing, Cannes, and
Luxembourg.
Deborah Colton Gallery is founded on being an innovative showcase for ongoing presentation and promotion of
strong historical and visionary contemporary artists world-wide, whose diverse practices include painting, works on
paper, sculpture, video, photography, performance, conceptual future media and public space installations. The
Gallery aspires to provide a forum through connecting Texas, national and international artists to make positive
change.
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